As all other computing laws [1] , the computing performance shows a "logistic curve"-like behavior, rather than unlimited growth. Since cca. 2000, the single-processor performance increased only marginally [2] , unlike the need for more computing power in the everyday tasks. The stalling forced computer experts to look for alternative methods. The preferred way seems to be to continue the traditions of the single-processor approach: to assemble systems comprising several segregated processors, connected in various ways.
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The Moore-observation has already been terminated in the sense that no more transistors can be added to a single processor, but persists in the sense that more transistors can be placed on a single chip in the form of several cores, complete systems or networks. In this way the nominal computing performance of processor keeps raising, but the task to produce some actual computing performance remains mostly for the software. Solving the task needs different parallelization methods, and the wide range of those distributed systems limits the computing performance in very different ways.
The today's processors comprise a lot of different parallelization solutions [3] . Modern processors comprise several (hidden) processing units, but the efficacy of their utilization is rather poor: the theoretically achievable parallelism in most cases cannot even be approached.
The huge variety of the available parallelization methods, the extremely different technological solutions make it impossible to set up an accurate technological model. A (by intention strongly) simplified operating model, however, enables to provide a qualitative (or maybe: semi-quantitative) description of the operational characteristics of the parallelized systems.
One of the obvious fields where the computing performance is crucial and the number of the processors, their singleprocessor performance and the speed of their interconnection are critical resources, is supercomputing. Partly because of the growing size of computing tasks, partly because of the prestige value of having a higher number of supercomputers and/or higher performance supercomputer, a "gold rush" is experienced today with the goal to achieve the dream limit 978-1-5386-4762-2/18/$31.00 ©2018 IEEE of 1 Eflop/s (10 18 f lop/s). The well-documented, strictly controlled measurement database [4] enables to make both retrospective statistical conclusions on the logic of development behind the performance data, as well as to make predictions for the near future about the performance of supercomputers and its limitations. Applying the simple model to supercomputer operation it can be shown that supercomputers reached (or even exceeded) their technological bounds.
Some high performance clouds are offered as an alternative of supercomputers for certain computing tasks. The performance data [5] show that the relatively slow network connection limits the class of the tasks they can run effectively.
It is shown that the 70-years old computing paradigm itself limits the development of computing performance. For further developing the 50-years old idea [6] about making systems comprising cooperating processors must be renewed [7] . The need for cooperative computing is convincingly demonstrated by the success of the worlds first really cooperative processor [8] . An extension [9] to the computing paradigm, that considers both the technological state-of-the-art and the expectations agains computing, is also presented [10] and some examples of their advantageous features are demonstrated.
